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Introduction
In 2016, solar photovoltaic power reached 307 GW peak global capacity, nearly 2 % of global electricity demand. 1 This is growing exponentially as solar takes its place as an important contributor to the energy mix of the future. By 2050, it is predicted that it will contribute 16 % of global electricity use. 2 However, many materials currently used as the absorber layer of photovoltaic solar cells are problematic. The relatively high manufacturing costs of silicon and material costs of Ga, In, and Te are restrictive for some photovoltaic technologies. Element abundance will limit the capacity of materials containing Te, Se, and In. Toxicity is often another problem, particularly with Cd and Se. Some materials suffer from more than one of these problems. Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS), however, has none of these problems. It is a semiconductor with a direct band gap of 1.4-1.5 eV, close to the optimal value for photovoltaic performance, has a high band-edge absorption coefficient >10 4 cm -1 , and features intrinsic p-type doping. Its record photovoltaic efficiency is 11.0 %, 4 or 12.6 % as the seleniumcontaining form CZTSSe, which has the disadvantages that selenium is toxic, more expensive, and less abundant than sulphur. 5 These efficiencies are low compared to the records for silicon (26.6 % 6 ), CuIn1-xGaxSe2 (CIGS, 22.6 % 7 ) and CdTe (22.1 % 4 ).
The efficiency of CZTS must be drastically increased for it to be adopted commercially and to enable it to make a large and sustainable contribution to global photovoltaic energy generation on the terawatt scale. For this to happen, the large open-circuit voltage deficit usual for CZTS devices must be decreased from its current typical value of around 40 % of the theoretically possible open-circuit voltage. 8 The limiting factor in this is likely to be fluctuations in electrostatic potential caused by point defects with relatively deep energy levels, like the antisites CuZn and ZnCu.
9, 10 Additionally, the phase diagram of CZTS is complex and features only a small region in which phasepure CZTS is stable. The phase diagram has not yet been characterized correctly, and the details of disorder in the crystal structure of CZTS itself have not been fully resolved either. Hence a better understanding of secondary phases and point defects in the CZTS crystal structure is needed to analyze the effect they have on photovoltaic performance.
This work aims to improve the structural understanding of CZTS by performing high-resolution non-resonant and anomalous X-ray powder diffraction experiments on samples over a range of compositions, with full Rietveld refinement considering secondary phases and point defects on all cation lattice sites, using accurate experimentally measured compositions. It follows a neutron diffraction study on two of the same samples that characterized the order-disorder and kesterite-sphalerite phase transitions CZTS undergoes around 500 K and 1250 K respectively. 11 
CZTS Crystal Structure
CZTS under usual photovoltaic device operating conditions has been calculated to be most stable in the kesterite ( 4 I ) crystal structure. [12] [13] [14] Experiments have conclusively confirmed this as the structure adopted, with various degrees of disorder. 11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] This disorder means a high density of antisite defects, primarily only involving copper and zinc due to the very low formation energies of CuZn and ZnCu and the large chemical and size mismatch between tin and the other two cations. [20] [21] [22] Early descriptions of the disordered kesterite ( 42 I m) model had full copper occupancy remaining in the z = 0 plane of the kesterite structure (the 2a Wyckoff position), with the copper and zinc atoms mixed only in the z = ¼ and ¾ planes (the 2c and 2d Wyckoff positions). However, zinc has been found to substitute for copper at the 2a site as the Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio decreases, 15 and recently the 2a site has been shown to be equally or more disordered than the 2c and 2d sites. 11 Additionally, copper vacancies have also been reported on the 2a site. 23 This means that a fully disordered model with mixing on all Cu and Zn sites is more accurate. The kesterite structure and both of these model disordered structures, referred to as halfdisordered and fully disordered respectively, are all depicted in Figure 1 . CuZn and ZnCu point defects introduce antisite defect energy levels in the band gap (CuZn at 0.15 eV above the valence band edge and ZnCu at 0.10 eV below the conduction band edge 24 ), which act as recombination centers, reducing device efficiency. The CuZn defect is the cause of the p-type behavior in stoichiometric CZTS, but it is replaced as the dominant acceptor by the copper vacancy (VCu) for Cu poor, Zn rich compositions, which have been found to give the best device efficiencies. 25 In addition to individual point defects, several charge compensating defect complexes have been calculated to form in CZTS. They lower the formation energies of the defects involved due to the electrostatic attraction between them. [CuZn -+ ZnCu + ] and [VCu -+ ZnCu + ] complexes have been found to be the most common. 24 Several of these stable defect complexes have been observed to form long-range order in CZTS to the extent that they are responsible for grains of discrete CZTS phases, with particular stoichiometries. [26] [27] [28] These are described in Table 1 . The stoichiometries that can be formed by incorporation of these defect complexes are plotted in Figure 2 . The stability provided by these offstoichiometric defect complexes extends the region of stability of single-phase CZTS beyond that calculated as very small in the usual ternary phase diagram. A second-order phase transition from the nominally ordered to a nominally disordered kesterite structure has been identified between 489 K and 552 K, with the exact transition temperature dependent on the stoichiometry of the CZTS. 11, [30] [31] [32] Usual device synthesis conditions involve a sulphurisation annealing stage above this transition temperature, so a disordered structure is initially formed. Only during the cooling process below the critical temperature can ordering then occur. Hence, the disorder can in principal be controlled using the cooling process. It has previously been reported that 50 % antisite population at the 2c and 2d sites in water-quenched samples was reduced to 30 % in samples with a controlled cooling rate. 16 The ability to resolve the exact disorder in the crystal structure of CZTS samples is of significant importance, but it is not possible to do so using conventional powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), which is normally used for such identification in other materials. This is because copper and zinc are isoelectronic in CZTS, as Cu + and Zn 2+ ions, meaning their X-ray scattering form factors are the same, because they are proportional to atomic number Z. This can be overcome by using anomalous X-ray diffraction.
Anomalous scattering is the variation in atomic scattering factor for energies close to an absorption edge. It is accounted for by a correction of the form f = f0 + f' + i•f'', where f0 is the uncorrected scattering factor, f' is the change in scattering factor magnitude and f'' is a phase shift. By comparing a non-resonant spectrum with one just below an absorption edge, where f' is large, scattering due to the respective element can be highlighted.
Secondary phases are also often also present in samples of CZTS because the stability region of pure CZTS in the composition phase diagram is small. 33, 34 ZnS, which forms a barrier to carrier extraction due to its large band gap, and Cu2SnS3, which acts as a recombination center and reduces the open-circuit voltage, are the most common. CuS, Cu2S, SnS, SnS2, Sn2S3, Cu3SnS4, Cu4SnS4, Cu4Sn7S16, and Cu2ZnSn3S8 can also be present. 35 Detecting the most common secondary phases using conventional powder diffraction is not usually possible, because the diffraction peaks overlap those of CZTS within the resolution of standard equipment. 36 The high resolution offered by synchrotron XRD coupled with the unique ability of anomalous scattering to distinguish copper and zinc ions overcome these issues, and can allow the accurate identification of all phases in CZTS samples as well as defects within the CZTS structure.
Experimental Details
Bulk polycrystalline samples were fabricated by solidstate reaction. Fine-grained powders of copper, zinc, and tin (with purities of 99.9 %, 97.5 %, and 99.85 % respectively) were well mixed and placed in one alumina boat and sulphur powder was placed in a second boat (99.5 % pure, with a 30 % excess for full sulphurisation). The boats were sealed together in a quartz ampoule under vacuum. The ampoules were heated in a tube furnace to 1073 K with a ramping rate of 5 K•min -1 , kept at that temperature for 24 hours, and then left to cool naturally in the furnace over around 24 hours. Samples were produced with five different compositions. The sample ingots were ground to a fine powder using an agate mortar for diffraction experiments.
The elemental compositions of the samples postfabrication was measured using inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICPMS) carried out with an Elan 6000 Perkin Elmer Sciex ICPMS. SEM images were taken using an Hitachi SU-70 FEG SEM. The same SEM, with an INCA x-act LN2-free analytical silicon drift detector and INCA software, was used for EDX spectroscopy. A Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer was used to take 65 Cu solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (SSNMR) measurements. Spectra were referenced to samples of [Cu(CH3CN]4][PF6] saturated in MeCN. A Horiba JY LabRAM-HR Raman microscope system was used to record Raman spectra in the backscattering configuration with CZTS-resonant excitation at 785 nm provided by an LED laser.
Anomalous powder X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out at Diamond Light Source. The I15 beamline was used for the Sn K absorption edge at 29.2 keV (samples B21 and B22 only), and the I11 beamline [37] for the Cu and Zn K absorption edges at 8.98 and 9.66 keV respectively. For the Sn edge, resonant patterns were taken precisely at the edge and comparative non-resonant patterns were taken 2 keV below it. For the Cu and Zn edges, resonant patterns were taken 10 eV below each edge and comparative non-resonant patterns at 15 keV, both at 300 K and 600 K. The Cu and Zn absorption edges were calibrated from the fluorescence signals of the samples by scanning the monochromator. Rietveld refinement was carried out using TOPAS v6. Resonant and non-resonant data files were modelled simultaneously, including multiple phases, the elemental composition of CZTS phases, disorder on all CZTS cation sites, and vacancies on all CZTS sites.
Results and Analysis

Composition
The post-fabrication cation compositions are plotted in Figure 3 relative to the defect complex defined offstoichiometric type compositions. 
Morphology and Secondary Phases
SEM images of the samples are given in Figure 4 , showing that they are very porous. EDX identified no secondary phases in B21 or B25, only negligible amounts of ZnS and SnS2 in B22, and Cu4Sn7S16 in both B26 and B27. The SSNMR spectra, shown in Figure 5 , confirm that the majority of all samples is kesterite CZTS. The bandshapes of samples B21 and B22 both exactly match those in the literature for pure CZTS. 38 The small peak at 280 ppm for B26 and B27 corresponds to the Cu4Sn7S16 phase. The peaks for B25 and B26 are so broad that the distinct shifts due to the 2a and 2c lattice sites cannot be distinguished, suggesting either extreme disorder within the kesterite structure or a secondary phase with copper in similar chemical environments, such as Cu3SnS4. The Raman spectra, shown in Figure 6 , were modelled using up to 12 peaks previously reported and identified in the literature. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] They also confirm the majority presence of CZTS in all samples, with a significant Cu3SnS4 presence in B26 (and much smaller amount in B21) shown by the peak at 318 cm -1 , and a particularly large amount of disorder in B25 shown by the main CZTS peak being shifted to lower wavenumber. The very broad NMR peaks for B25 and B26 thus have different causes despite appearing very similar: simple disorder in B25 and Cu3SnS4 in B26.The Cu3SnS4 in B26 was not identified by EDX because that technique is not sensitive to the difference between copper and zinc, so it cannot accurately distinguish between CZTS and Cu3SnS4. The secondary phases concluded to be present in each sample from combining the EDX, NMR, and Raman results are given in Table 2 . CZTS is known to have a very small region of stability around the stoichiometric composition, so it is unsurprising that secondary phases are found in most samples. 
Diffraction Results
Due to the high resolution of the I11 beamline at Diamond and good sample crystallinity, the crystal structures Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively.
Refinement using the Sn-edge X-ray data for B21 and B22 showed no disorder involving tin, as expected -it is all found on the 2b site. Interpretation of the Cu and Zn edge patterns is more complicated.
Phases Present at 300 K
Identifying the phases to include in refinements of the I11 patterns was not straightforward. The 300 K patterns of B21, B25, B26, & B27 exhibit small peak splitting (Δ2θ ~ 0.02°) for some peaks of the CZTS pattern, pictured in the inset of Figure 8 , and in Figure 9 . This is the first report of diffraction at such high resolution on CZTS, meaning this is the first time such small splitting has been observed. Figure 7 . X-ray diffraction pattern for B21 taken at room temperature using 27.2 keV X-rays at Diamond I15, showing a kesterite best-fit model plotted over the data, with the peak positions marked below the pattern, and the residual at the bottom. Figure 8 . X-ray diffraction pattern for B21 taken at room temperature using 15 keV X-rays at Diamond I11, showing models with a single kesterite phase and with two kesterite phases plotted over the data, the peak positions marked below the patterns, and the residuals for each model at the bottom. Inset are the (400) and (008) peaks, showing peak splitting by ~0.1° due to the tetragonal ratio a/2c being slightly less than one, and each individual peak showing further slight splitting of ~0.02° due to two nearly identical tetragonal phases being present. For all samples, a two-stannite-phases model and a kesterite-and-stannite model are both ruled out because they give a poorer fit to the data than the other options: the stannite structure does not contribute intensity to several peaks, such as (123) and (231).
For B21, Cu2SnS3 and Cu3SnS4 are discounted because they give a poor fit to the data, particularly the lowintensity peaks, and because the NMR and Raman results showed no significant sign of these materials. A mixture of two kesterite CZTS phases is therefore the best model. For B22, the CZTS peaks do not exhibit the very small peak-splitting with Δ2θ ~ 0.02°. The patterns include distinct ZnS and SnS2 peaks consistent with these phases having being identified by EDX.
For B25, the tetragonal splitting is much less than the other samples, which could be a result of the significant disorder indicated in the NMR and Raman spectra. Cu3SnS4 is ruled out as the second tetragonal phase because it is not evident in the Raman spectrum, but Cu2SnS3 is a possibility. However, as for B21, two kesterite CZTS phases gives a slightly better fit to the data, so this is adopted as the best-fit model. For B26, Raman measurements show that Cu3SnS4 makes up a significant fraction of the sample, and so the second tetragonal structure evident in the diffraction patterns for B26 is assigned as Cu3SnS4 rather than a second CZTS phase or Cu2SnS3. The Cu4Sn7S16 identified by EDX and NMR is clearly evident in the diffraction patterns too.
For B27, which has the most complicated collection of peaks in its diffraction patterns, small amounts of ZnS and Cu2SnS3 were clearly identified in addition to the Cu4Sn7S16 identified by EDX and NMR. They are present in quantities small enough not to have been identified by the other techniques. A second CZTS pattern is observed for this sample too. Cu3SnS4 is ruled out because it was not observed using Raman analysis.
Despite the high-resolution of the data, the presence of secondary phases and the overlapping of peaks make the assignation of phases using the diffraction data to some degree subjective -particularly for B27. The structural models presented in this paper are consistent with all results, but may not be the only possible models for some samples. However, the unique ability of anomalousscattering XRD to resolve copper and zinc gives confidence in the accuracy of differences in refinements using CZTS, Cu2SnS3, and Cu3SnS4, meaning these phases can be distinguished with a high degree of confidence.
The best-fit models of the sample phase compositions are given in Table 3 . In all the CZTS structures, significant mixing of copper and zinc on the cation sites was observed, which will be discussed below. The two samples that formed Cu4Sn7S16 (B26 and B27) are those richest in tin, with approximately stoichiometric tin content, which is to be expected given the high tin content of Cu4Sn7S16. A relatively small amount of ZnS was only found in two of the three Zn-rich samples (B22 and B27); it is unclear why none was formed in B21. Interestingly, only a very small amount of Cu2SnS3 was formed in only one sample (B27), despite being considered one of the major secondary phases in CZTS. The Cu-rich, Znpoor composition of B26 explains the formation of a significant amount of Cu3SnS4. It seems that a Sn-poor or significantly Zn-rich composition prevents the formation of ternary secondary phases.
CZTS Phase Types
The composition of each CZTS phase was allowed to vary during refinement, with the weighted average composition of all phases in the sample constrained to the measured overall sample composition. The best-fit compositions of each CZTS phase are plotted in Figure 10 . All the phase compositions correspond approximately to an established defect-complex-defined CZTS type with the exception of one of the B21 phases and one of the B25 phases, which both have approximately the same composition. Two new composition types, labelled G and H, are therefore proposed based on this composition and its opposite through the stoichiometric point. These are given in Table 4 It is notable that the new types involve sulphur-related defects; G-type is S-poor and H-type is S-rich. The possibility of incomplete sulphurisation during CZTS fabrication has long been established, but this is rarely taken into consideration when predicting or attempting to explain secondary phases, despite its obvious impact.
These results may at last shed some light on the complex mechanism of secondary phase formation in CZTS samples, which has for so long seemed mysterious because the predictions of calculations did not match the secondary phases found by experiments. It is not simply a question of which secondary phases are stable for a given composition, but which combination of type(s) of CZTS and secondary phases is energetically favorable.
Even when a sample has overall composition equal to a CZTS type, a phase-pure sample of that type is not necessarily the most stable. The sample composition of B21 almost exactly fits F-type CZTS, but the sample actually formed a mixture of B-type and G-type. That of B25 matches G-type CZTS, but the samples split into a mixture of S-type and G-type with a higher defect density. The sample composition of B27 matches A-type (or possibly S-type) CZTS, but it split into B-type and D-type.
A theoretical study of the formation energy not just of individual point defect complexes, but of a multi-phase sample as a function of phases present, phase fractions, and defect complex density within the CZTS phase(s) would be enlightening, but perhaps prohibitively computationally demanding.
Cu-Zn Disorder
The lattice site occupancies of each phase of CZTS in the best models from simultaneous Rietveld refinement of resonant and non-resonant patterns are given in Table 5 . These can be used to check whether the type-defining defect complexes are in fact responsible for the phase compositions.
It is found that these results largely match the defects of the complexes of the respective CZTS types, where possible. Some additional defects of other kinds are present in small concentrations in most cases, as is to be expected in real rather than ideal samples.
However, it should be noted that interstitial defects were not modelled during this work due to technical limitations. This means that those types predicted to feature significant interstitial presence (D-type, F-type, and Gtype), cannot be accurately represented in the site occupancies given in Table 5 . For the D-type phase of B27, ZnCu and CuSn are overrepresented; for the 'F-type' phasesof B22 and B26, vacancies are overrepresented; for the 'G-type' phase of B21, VCu and VZn are overrepresented;
and for the 'G-type' phase of B25, ZnCu and ZnSn are overrepresented and CuSn underrepresented In each case this is because interstitials cannot be modelled and so other refinement results with the same composition are returned instead.
Cu-Zn mixing, which does not affect phase stoichiometry, was observed to some extent in most phases in addition to the disorder from defect complexes. These results confirm recent findings that the 2a site features ZnCu occupancy as much as the 2c site. The process of ordering is clearly more complicated than a function of annealing time and temperature described by a single, simple order parameter for mixing of two elements on two sites, as has previously been used. Cu-Zn disorder occurs on all four cation sites. Further investigation is clearly required to understand the complexities of this disorder, and to find the optimum procedure to promote cation ordering. It should also be noted that significant sulphur vacancy was observed in all CZTS phases, which has rarely been considered in previous studies of disorder in CZTS. 
Phase Transition
In the 600 K patterns the same secondary phases were identified in each sample at approximately the same phase fractions as at 300 K. However, as can be seen in Figure 9 , the peak splitting due to two CZTS phases disappears between the 300 K and 600 K patterns for samples B21 and B25, but persists in B27. The peak splitting becomes more pronounced in B26, but as the second peaks are due to Cu3SnS4 rather than a second CZTS phase this is unsurprising. The compositions of the remaining CZTS phases at 600 K are plotted in Figure 11 . This phase convergence implies that above the orderdisorder transition a single CZTS phase is generally energetically favorable over two separate phases. That the two CZTS phases persist in B27 could suggest that the transition temperature may be above 600 K for that composition or for one of those CZTS types. However, the lattice site occupancies, depicted in Table 6 , show that the B27 CZTS phases are also more disordered at 600 K than at 300 K, showing that the transition has in fact taken place. Two CZTS phases are simply still energetically favorable above it in the specific case of the composition of B27.
For the samples with only a single phase of CZTS (B22 and B26) the composition of the CZTS phase remains of the same type, which is unsurprising as the temperature is not high enough to change the secondary phase fractions. In B27, both CZTS phases retain their types, but feature more of the respective defects (i.e. move outwards from the stoichiometric point). For the samples for which two CZTS phases converge (B21 and B25), the composition of the high-temperature phase is simply a weighted average of the two 300 K phases, and is additionally of an offstoichiometric defect-complex-defined type itself: F-type for B21 and G-type for B25. This illuminates the formation mechanism of the CZTS phases. During the cooling process of sample fabrication a single CZTS phase is generally, but not always, formed first, defined by the stability of the combination of that CZTS composition and any secondary phases. This CZTS phase then splits into separate grains of two different type phases as the sample cools below the transition temperature, if such a mixture is energetically favorable over the single phase.
CZTS
It is possible that this convergence/splitting of CZTS phases is actually what has been previously observed and identified as an 'order-disorder' transition. However, the 600 K lattice site occupancies of the CZTS phases, illustrated in Table 6 , show much greater Cu-Zn disorder than the 300 K structures, approximating the fully disordered kesterite structure within the bounds of the type compositions. Hence an order-disorder transition can still be seen to take place, in addition to the convergence of the CZTS types.
That the order-disorder transition occurs even in single-phase CZTS implies that the formation of an ordered state during cooling causes the phase splitting rather than vice versa. For some compositions reducing the presence of certain defects by ordering is what makes the formation of different defect complexes energetically favorable, instigating the phase splitting.
Further work investigating the reproducibility of the phase formation upon several cycles of heating and cooling would be enlightening, but was precluded during this study by the limited time available at Diamond. This would prove whether the phase convergence upon heating is simply a final homogenization of the sample, or whether the phase separation on cooling is truly energetically favorable, and would allow investigation into whether the exact same low-temperature state is always reached or whether the concentration of the respective defect complexes can be different.
Conclusions
Five samples of CZTS with a range of compositions were fabricated by solid state reaction. The secondary phases present in each were identified by EDX, 65 Cu NMR, and Raman spectroscopy. Their crystal structures were studied using high-resolution anomalous-scattering X-ray diffraction. All CZTS was found to adopt the kesterite crystal structure with significant cation disorder.
Three of the samples were found to contain two distinct kesterite CZTS phases with slightly different lattice parameters (Δ~0.004 Å) and different compositions. These are attributed to defect-complex-defined 'types' of CZTS, which have been previously reported.
All CZTS phases were found to belong to a specific type of CZTS, and two new types are proposed and explained. These are G-type, in which [2CuSn 3 Above the order-disorder phase transition, at 600 K, the two CZTS phases converge to a single phase in two of the three samples. All samples exhibit more Cu-Zn disorder at 600 K than at 300 K, regardless of number of phase and their type.
A mechanism of phase formation in CZTS is thus proposed. Above the order-disorder transition a single phase of CZTS is generally formed, although in some cases two. In either case, the CZTS composition is defined by the overall energetic stability of the mixture of CZTS of that composition and any combination of secondary phases. As the sample cools below the order-disorder transition, the ordering of the CZTS phase may cause different defect complexes to become energetically favorable, and so the CZTS phase may split into two phases of different 'types'. However, with the temperature too low to change the secondary phases present, these phases are confined by retaining an average composition of the initial CZTS phase. This mechanism clearly has important implications for designing the formation process of CZTS for solar photovoltaic applications.
This work was only possible because of the incredibly high resolution of the I11 beamline at Diamond, the highest resolution yet used to study the structure of CZTS. This is therefore the first time this two-phase structure has been observed using diffraction. Further work investigating the reproducibility of the phase formation upon several cycles of heating and cooling would be enlightening, as would a theoretical study of the formation energy and energetic stability not just of individual point defect complexes, but of a multi-phase sample as a function of phases present, phase fractions, and defect complex density within the CZTS phase(s). This more complex, overall stability is the real driver of phase formation and disorder in CZTS, and therefore of critical importance in increasing the photovoltaic efficiency of CZTS solar cells.
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